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House of Representatives, Jan. 23, 1834.

Ordered, That a Committee of seven, with such as
the Senate may join, be appointed, with instructions to
inquire if any instances have occurred in any bank or
banks in this Commonwealth, in which they have by
any direct or indirect operation received more than the
rate of interest prescribed by law, or have in any way
or manner infringed any Act or Acts regulating Banks
and Banking; also to examine said Acts, and if they
judge expedient, to report such alterations as may be
necessary more effectually to protect the interests of the
public.

And that said Committee be farther instructed to con-
sider the expediency of so far amending and revising the
existing Act against usury, as more effectually to protect
the public against the practice; with liberty in each
case to report by bill or otherwise, and, if by bill, in
either or both cases, that they be instructed to insert a
clause providing for its going into operation at such
future time as they shall deem the public interests to

require.
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And the following gentlemen were appointed to con-
stitute the said Committee, namely ;

Messrs. Loring, of Hingham,
Phillips, of Sturbridge,
White, of Boston,
Boott, of Lowell,
Thayer, of Uxbridge,
Cushing, of Dorchester, and
McKay, of Pittsfield.

Sent up for concurrence.

L. S. CUSHING, Clerk.

In Senate, Jan. 29, 1834.

Read and concurrred ; and Messrs. Adan, Webb, Bar-
stow, Williams, Hooper, and Joy, are joined on the
part of this Board.

CHAS. CALHOUN, Clerk.



House of Representatives, Jan. 31, 1834.

Ordered, That the Committee, to whom was referred
the subject of examining into the transactions of the
Banks, consider the expediency ol suspending, until the
next session of the Legislature, that portion of the 25th
section of the “ Act regulating Banks and Banking,”
which prohibits Banks from issuing their promissory notes
on time and interest—and report at the earliest period
convenient.

Sent up for concurrence

L. S. CUSHING, Clerk.

Concurred
CHAS. CALHOUN, Clerk.

eommoutoealtif) of J^assacljttßetts,

In Senate, February 6, 1834.





The Joint Committee, appointed to institute sundry in-
quiries relative to the Banks in this Commonwealth,
and in relation to the Law against Usury, respectfully

The two Orders, referred to your Committee, are in
the following words, viz :

Ist. “ Ordered, That a Committee of seven, with such
as the Senate may join, be appointed, with instructions
to inquire if any instances have occurred in any Bank or
Banks in this Commonwealth, in which they have by any
direct or indirect operation, received more than the rate
of interest prescribed by law, or have in any way or man-
ner infringed any Act or Acts regulating Banks or Bank-
ing ; also, to examine said Acts, and if they judge ex-
pedient, to report such alterations as may be necessary,
more effectually to protect the interests of the public.
And that said Committee be further instructed to con-
sider the expediency of so far amending and revising the
existing Act against usury, as more effectually to protect

ComwontoraltJj of JflasßacJjusftts.

In Senate, March 6, 1834.
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the public against the practice; with liberty in each
case, to report by bill or otherwise—and, if by bill, in
either or both cases, that they be instructed to insert a
clause, providing for its going into operation at such
future time as they shall deem the public interests to
require,”

2d. “ Ordered, That the Committee, to whom was
referred the subject of examining into the transactions of
the Banks, consider the expediency of suspending, until
the next session of the Legislature, that portion of the
25th section of the “ Act regulating Banks and Bank-
ing,” which prohibits Banks from issuing their promissory
notes on time and interest, and report at the earliest
period convenient.”

The first of these orders impliedly directs an examina-
tion into the conduct and management of every Banking
Corporation within this Commonwealth. It must be ob-
vious that no Committee, appointed by the Legislature,
can make a thorough inquiry of this nature, and to that
extent, during the session of the General Court. There
are 102 Banks, and an investigation of the conduct of
each of them can be made only by Commissioners, who
might visit every such Institution, and examine its offi-
cers, books, and papers. No members of the General
Court, while it is in session, can abandon their duties
here, for the purpose of such an examination. We have
considered, therefore, that the Legislature did not intend
we should pursue that course, but that the inquiry should
be made by us with all the care and vigilance possible,
and consistent with our obligations to those whom we
represent. Unable to visit every Bank, we have sought
for the best information to be obtained here. Accord-
ingly, and upon our invitation, the officers of several
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Banks, together with brokers and others acquainted with
the subjects under consideration, have attended and been
examined by us. In this manner, more information lias
probably been obtained, than could have been acquired in
any other mode, except by a visit to every Bank in the
State. Indeed, the intercourse and transactions in busi-
ness connected with the Banks, are such between Boston
and the other parts of the Commonwealth, that the
mode of conducting the affairs of most of our Banks, is
well understood in this city.

The investigation has satisfied us, that, for a long time,
irregular and unjustifiable practices have prevailed in
several of the Banks. They have been caused by the
number of Banks,—by the competition thereby created
among them,—by the pressure in the money market, —
by the high rate of interest, —by the State tax, which
compels the Banks to obtain more than 6 per cent, inter-
est on their capitals, or pay their stockholders less than
6 per cent, interest,—and partly by a desire, on the part
of these Institutions, to grant all possible relief to their
customers—though we apprehend that relief has fre-
quently been of a transient and deceptive character, and
has tended to aggravate the suffering it was intended to
alleviate or remove. But, whatever causes have led to
these irregularities, the public have a right to demand
that they should cease, or, if continued, be made the sub-
jects of legal investigation. It is far better that any
number of these Corporations should be deprived of their
charters, than that they should be permitted to violate,
with impunity, the laws enacted for their government.
Their power and influence are great, but should at all
times be guided and controlled by the Legislature. If
the true interests and proper management of the Banks
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require that they should do what they are not authorized,
or are forbidden to do, the laws may be changed, and
new powers given them,—but they should not be permit-
ted to usurp such powers.

Among the irregularities of some of the Banks, we no-
tice the amounts due to them, as shown by their last
returns. The sth section of the Act “to regulate Banks
and Banking,” provides, that there shall not be due to
any Bank, “at any one time, more than double the
amount of its capital stock actually paid in.” No one
can doubt that this provision applies to all debts due to a
Bank, however such debts may have originated, and that
all notes discounted, all balances due from other Banks,
and all bills of other Banks, are mere debts due to a
Bank, which, with all other demands due to it, must not
exceed, in the whole amount, double its capital stock ac-
tually paid in. The Directors and officers of Banks,
however, consider the true intent and meaning of the
above provision doubtful, and practice differently accord-
ing to their different opinions. Several of them consider
that balances and bills due to a Bank from other Banks,
are not to be regarded as debts, but as deposites of spe-
cie. It may be expedient that such should be the law,
but it is not the lawr now, nor the true construction of it.
We, therefore, recommend, that the Act be amended, by
a provision, that debts due to any Bank, from any other
Bank or Banks, shall not be deemed debts due to such
Corporation within the meaning of the sth section of the
aboveraentioned Act. The Banks may then legally do,
what they now do in this respect. But, with that alter-
ation, should it appear by the next, or any subsequent
returns of the Banks, that the debts due to any one of
them, exceed double the amount of its capital stock ac-
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tually paid in, we are of opinion that legal proceedings
should be instituted forthwith against such Bank, for the
purpose of revoking its charter.

The attention ol the Committee has also been called
to the transactions of the Banks in checks, drafts, and
bills of exchange. We are aware how difficult it is to
establish rates of Exchange by law. A Bank, which
sells its own check or draft, or buys a draft on a distant
place, actually engages in a transaction of purchase and
sale, and the amount it should give or receive is not de-
terminable by any general rule or law, but must be reg-
ulated by the then existing rate of exchange between
the place where the check or draft is discounted or
bought, and that where it is payable ; and that rate of
exchange will depend on the balance of trade between
the two places, upon the state of the money market—-
and, in cases of buying drafts of an individual, upon the
character of the paper he offers, and the time when it
will become due. These circumstances fluctuate so
much, that no law can be made establishing the rates of
exchange in all cases, which will not frequently operate
to the injury of Banks or individuals. The common
consent of merchants, and competition, will generally
make the rate of exchange a fair rate. Still, it cannot
be denied, that exchange affords great facilities for
making oppressive and usurious bargains. And we
consider that several of the Banks have made such
bargains in the rates at which they have sold or (in dis-
counting) have issued their checks or drafts within the
last three months. The branch of the United States
Bank in this city, for more than a year, has been selling
their exchange on New York, Philadelphia, and Balti-
more, at par, and even on Louisville, and St. Louis, at
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one-half per cent, advance, (their highest rate within the
States,) while some of the Banks in this Commonwealth
have charged for checks or drafts on New York, 3 per
cent., and as high as 2 per cent, for their checks on
places within twenty miles of their own counter. They
do not appear to think themselves under any restrictions
as to the price at which they may sell exchange ; and,
of course, when money is scarce, they are under strong
temptations to refuse to discount notes, unless the party
will receive for his notes their checks, at their own
prices on distant banks. It may be difficult for the
Legislature to apply a remedy for such cases, but if the
extravagant charges for checks or inland bills, lately ex-
acted, are continued by the banks hereafter, it may be-
come the duty of the Legislature, at least to declare a
limitation of the highest rate which Banks shall receive
in the sale of checks or drafts. It may be unnecessary
to do this at the present time. The fact that the Legis-
lature knows and censures this oppressive practice,
may, and it is hoped will, deter the Banks from it here-
after.

Under this article (excessive charges for exchange)
may be classed another gross irregularity. The Act of
1828, chap. 96, 25, provides that no Bank shall issue
any draft, bill, check, &c., payable at a future day, or
bearing interest. The object of this provision, was, to
prevent any Bank issuing any drafts, checks, &c., not
payable on demand. Yet, in defiance of this express
enactment, several Banks have, for a long time, been in
the practice of selling their own checks on distant, or
other Banks, “ payable at a future day.” These checks
are frequently made, and are sold at prices varying from
Jto 3 per cent, advance. Where a Bank discounts a
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note, and gives such a check for it in lieu of money,
it obtains, at that rate, 6 per cent, interest on the note
discounted, and 3 per cent, premium on their check, and
both in advance. The merchant pays this additional 3
per cent, merely on account of the form in which the
Bank elects to do the business; and the Bank can have
no reason for adopting that form, except to secure 9 per
cent, where the law allows only at the rate of 6 per cent,

interest. There is no excuse for such conduct. It is a
plain violation of the 25th section of the Act of 1828,
and a mere evasion of the usury law. The continuance
of this practice hereafter, should bring upon the Banks,
guilty of it, exemplary punishment.

Another device, which has been practiced for a long
time by some of our Banks, is that of discounting prom-
issory paper, not in money, but by bills of the discount-
ing Bank, delivered under an express stipulation that
they shall not be put in circulation for a certain time.
In these cases, the Bank charges and deducts the inter-
est in advance, as in cases where it gives its bills to be
put in circulation immediately. But, while its bills are
withheld from circulation, it is substantially the same to
the Bank, as if those bills had never been issued ; and,
during that time, the Bank is obtaining interest on money
which it has only nominally advanced or lent. Such a
nominal issue or loan does not impair its powers to loan
further; for the bills thus lent, may remain in its own
vault in packages, as special depositcs, under the agree-
ment of the parties. The merchant, unable to use as
money the Bank bills thus situated, can have no benefit
from them except by pledging them, under the special
agreement, to a capitalist, who advances money on this
pledge at such interest as he can obtain from the mer-
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chant. Thus the borrower pays the Bank interest, in
advance, for lending him their guarantee, the capitalist’s
charge or usury for his loan thereon, and the broker’s
commissions. The rate of interest paid the Banks on
suclTloans, has been from 4 to 6 per cent, per annum.
Such a transaction is substantially a violation of the law
requiring Banks not to take more than legal interest.
The interest they receive in such cases, is not interest
on money borrowed or advanced by them. Under the
agreement of the parties, their bills are deprived of all
the qualities of money in the hands of the party receiv-
ing them. He has received nothing but the name or
guarantee of the Bank upon which he may obtain mon-
ey, and for this loan of its name or guaranty, (not a loan
of money) the Bank receives from 4 to 6 per cent, in-
terest. Such conduct is a violation of the law restrict-
ing Banks to the transaction of business on Banking
principles ; for the right to guaranty notes and drafts,
has never been deemed one of those principles. The
practice is oppressive to the merchant or borrower : at
no time can he obtain money in this mode, without pay-
ing more than legal interest for it; and, in times like
the present, he seldom obtains it, by such means, without
paying about double that rate. We have reason to be-
lieve that this practice has prevailed extensively in this
Commonwealth, and for a long time. Many Banks have
probably been tempted to engage in it from the example
of others, without considering the true character of every
such transaction. But it is a practice that must cease.
It is unjust, oppressive, and in open defiance of the law.
Should it be continued, it will be for the Legislature to
cause such proceedings to be instituted, as they shall
deem necessary for the effectual suppression thereof.
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We further find, that many of the Banks in this Com-
monwealth have, for several years, been in the practice
of hiring money by receiving deposites on interest, and
that this has led to operations inconsistent with the pro-
visions of the law, at variance with the acknowledged
principles of Banking, and highly injurious to the com-
munity. A few of the Banks have issued, for these
loans to them, books similar in form to the common de-
posite books, and declare the terms of the loan only in
the books of account kept by such bank ; but, in most
cases, the Bank states in the lender’s deposite book, that
the amount deposited is to remain in such Bank, for a
certain time, on interest at a specified rate per annum,
and that no interest will be paid after the expiration of
that time. This deposite book or memorandum, usually
bears no signature. We think there can be no differ-
ence in principle between these two modes of certifying
the nature of the contract. It must be perfectly imma-
terial whether the Bank sets forth all the terms of the
contract in its own books, and only a part of them in the
deposite book of the lender, or whether it sets forth all
those terms in the books of both parties. This cannot

change the nature of the transaction. If there be in that
a violation of the law, the case is the same under what-
ever forms it may be disguised. The common deposite
books are usually bound in blue covers, and the deposite
books, bearing interest, are usually issued without leaves,
and with the entries written on the inside of such blue
covers. This is a device to give them the external ap-
pearance of being Bank Deposite Books, and not Bank
“ facilities.” To distinguish them from common depos-
ite books, they are generally designated in the market
by the name of “ Blue fioo/cs.”—The entries in these
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books, are usually in the following form, or nearly so,
viz :

“ Dr. The Bank in account with A. B. Cr.

The deposite entered by the Cashier of the above Bank, in this
book, is payable at the expiration of the term of time affixed
to the deposite, (at the Bank only) without grace, and not be-
fore, with interest, at the rate annexed, until due. No inter-
est will in any case be allowed after a deposite becomes due.

1834.
Feb’y 28. To cash on Int. at 4 per cent, per ann., $

I
The above deposite of $

, is to remain months, draw-
ing interest at the rale of four per cent, per annum.

The practice of issuing these books, commenced soon
after the passage of the Act of 1828, chap. 96, for reg-
ulating Banks and Banking ; the 25th section of which
provides, that “ no Bank shall issue any note, bill, or
check, draft, facility, or certificate, payable at a future
day, or bearing interest.” Prior to the passage of that
Act, some of the Banks had issued their promissory
notes, payable with interest at a future day, and the ob-
ject of the above provision was to abolish that practice.
The resort afterwards to the Deposite Books bearing
interest, was deemed so hostile to that provision, that
they came into use very slowly, and many Banks have
always refused to issue them. To the Banks, dealing
in these books, the issue of them is the same as the issue
of the notes, which the Legislature intended to abolish.
The difference is merely in form, as most of the wit-
nesses, examined by us, confess. The modern invention
of issuing deposite books, bearing interest, secures to
the Banks all the advantages they derived from interest
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notes. It gives them a capital free from the State tax,
on which to do business.

The Bank, instead of issuing their note on interest,
issues 11 a facility or certificate payable at a future day,
bearing interest,” by the name of a deposite book on in-
terest, or blue book, in plain violation of the spirit and
letter of the law. It is not a matter of much surprise,
that the Banks ventured upon such a practice with hesi-
tation, nor that many of them have wholly refrained
from it. Those engaged in it, defend their conduct on
two grounds :—lst, They allege that the Treasurer of
the Commonwealth has lent large sums of money to
some Banks, on interest, and taken their certificates
therefor. But it is an answer to this, that by a special
Act of 1831, chap. 126, the Treasurer was author-
ized to invest the moneys, received on account of
the Massachusetts claim, in Bank stock, unless any
Bank, required to issue stock, should prefer to hire the
amount on loan at 5 per cent, interest; and by a special
Act of 1831, chap. 98, the Treasurer was authorized to
invest the proceeds of Eastern lands, in Bank stock “ or
otherwise.” The amount loaned to the Banks, under the
last mentioned Act, was recalled by the Legislature
(Act of 1833, chap. 55,) at the first session after the
Treasurer made that investment. These special laws
made the State’s loans to the Banks exceptions to the
general rule, and left the statute of 1828, and that gen-
eral rule, in full force as to all other cases.—2d, It is
said the form of Bank returns contains a column for
“cash deposited bearing interestbut, with the ex-
press enactment of the statute of 1828 before us, it ap-
pears to us clear that that column was intended to fur-
nish the means of discovering any violations of the law,

3
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and not as authorizing a practice contrary to the intent
and language of the law. It may be, however, that the
Legislature itself has (perhaps unintentionally) given
some countenance to the practice under consideration,
by their acceptance of the report of a Committee on this
subject at the last session,—though that report certainly
goes no further than to defend actual loans of money to
the Bank. Still, under all circumstances, it might be
deemed illiberal to punish any of the Banks for their
past violations of the 25th section of the Act of 1828.
But, we consider, that the Legislature, in justice to
themselves and the community, should by an additional
Act, immediately remove all doubts as to the law on this
subject.

It is difficult to enumerate all the evils caused by these
“ blue books,” as they are called; especially when, as in
most cases, they are given, in lieu of money, for dis-
counted paper. When these books were first issued,
they were probably given only in cases of loans of
money to the Banks ; but they were soon used for other
purposes, and have gradually taken the place of specie
and Bank notes in a part of the operations of many
Banks. During the severe pressure for money, that has
existed for some months, many Banks have issued these
books in lieu of money, in discounting promissory paper.
In such cases, the merchant offers his note for discount,
ascertains that he can obtain nothing for it from the
Bank, but one of these books, and he then applies for
aid to a broker, who finds some money lender who will
purchase such a book. The Bank receives the note,
deducts the interest from it, and, for the balance of it,
issues its book on interest to the money lender, who de-
ducts his own extra interest, and the broker’s fees, and
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pays the balance to the merchant or to the broker for him.
Thus the merchant is compelled to pay the Bank’s 6
per cent, interest, the broker’s charges, and the interest
exacted by the money lender, beyond that borne on the
book, and all this in advance. In a common case of
hiring or discounting, he would pay only the first of
these charges. These books generally have borne about
4 per cent, interest; but the Bank receives in advance,
6 per cent, interest—thus securing to itself a balance of
2 per cent, where it advances no money, but only guar-
antees the merchant’s note. The issue of these books,
for loans or discounts, is a business of mere guarantee.
The amount of discount, interest, and charges, to which
merchants, taking these books in such cases, have for
some time been compelled to submit, has seldom been
less than 9 or 10 per cent., frequently 16, and so up-
wards to 20 and 24 per cent. The Banks engage in
the work fearlessly. They are as cautious to obtain
perfect notes, where they discount them in these books,
as where they discount them in money ; and their direct
interest is to sustain this traffic forever, and to as great
an extent as possible, while they get about 2 per cent, in
every such transaction, merely for guarantying paper,
without advancing a farthing of money. Their practice
has accorded with this reasoning ; for we believe that
many of them have gone into this business, within a few
months, to an amount that would not be believed, if it
were not proved by their own admissions. But, what-
ever those interested in Banks, may say on the subject,
we apprehend that no state of business in a community,
can long sustain such rates of usury, practiced to such
an extent.

There are serious objections to the form in which
these books are issued. To save the appearance of vio-
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lating the law relative to issuing facilities, &c., bearing
interest or payable at a distant day, the Banks issue a
book, having the external appearance of a common de-
posite book; and, to preserve the resemblance in an-
other respect, the books bear no signature of any officer
of the Institution. Of course, they are more liable to
forgery than any other issues of the Banks, and are so
imperfect vouchers, that some capitalists wholly refuse
to advance money on them. They are never made ne-
gotiable, and therefore cannot pass from hand to hand
as money or Bank bills, nor can they be pledged as col-
lateral security. They must remain idle and useless,
until the time mentioned in them expires.

As it is thought to be no violation of the law against
usury to take (or buy, as the market phrase is,) books of
this description at any discount, they are constant tempt-
tations to public Institutions and individuals to be guilty
of taking exorbitant interest. Hence, we find, that
these books are purchased by Banks within, and out of
this State, by public Institutions, and by capitalists, at
rates as high as two per cent, per month, in addition to the
broker’s charges, and the 2 per cent, interest gained by
the Bank issuing the book. Large amounts have been
expended in this traffic by Banks out of this State, while
some of the Banks within this Commonwealth, but out
of Boston, instead of appropriating their funds to the ac-
commodation of their customers and neighbors, appro-
priate them to the same gainful trade. The latter have
thereby obtained, in some instances, 16 per cent, inter-
est for their money.

f urther,—the existence of these books establishes a
new kind of security, of a higher character than the
promissory paper of individuals ; and, as it is generally
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to be had in the market, many capitalists, of course, de-
mand that higher security, which gives them the guar-
anty of a Bank, and enables them, with impunity, to ob-
tain any rate of usury they think proper to exact. The
capitalist, therefore, will refuse to lend to the merchant,
on his own notes, and compels him to obtain for him one
of these books. The necessary consequence of this is,
to destroy all competition between Banks and capitalists,
as money lenders, and, with it, one of the most import-
ant checks upon a high rate of interest. The practice
of issuing these books, compels the money borrower to
pay more than legal interest; and to submit to be ground
three times, viz:—first, by the Bank, for its 2 per cent,

guaranty,—then by the broker, for his charges,—and,
lastly, by the money lender or capitalist, for such usury
as his conscience will permit him to exact. That mon-
ey should be scarce, and interest high in such a state of
things, is not so remarkable as it would be if money
were plenty and interest low. Money must be scarce,
Banks will not discount or loan on correct Banking
principles, and interest will be above its legal rate, as
long the abuses connected with these books, are suffered
to be practiced.

The issue of these deposite books on time and inter-
est, as the Banks conduct this business, gives them a
a false capital, and leads to misrepresentations in their
returns. They return the amount of such books issued
by them for discounted paper, as “cash deposited bear-
ing interest,” although in no such case is one cent de-
posited ; and they hold that this amount forms part of
their deposites, and therefore increases the amount for
which they may be indebted,—so that they make their
very indebtedness a capital stock on which to trade. At
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the present time, it is certain that, if these books were
not issued, the Banks could not extend their indebted-
ness beyond double the amount of their capital stock ac-
tually paid in. The amount of free deposites, in times
like the present, is very small.

Again,—the issue of these books (on time and inter-
est) in discounting notes or drafts, is a mere guarantee
business. The Banks so understand it. The commu-
nity know it to be so, and complain of it. In every such
case the Bank advances no money, but takes the risk of
the borrower’s paper for the actual money lender, at 2
per cent, premium paid by the borrower. As well might
Banks endorse promissory paper, charging 2 per cent,

premium therefor, and call that Banking business. Guar-
antying promissory paper, or insuring a merchant’s paper
or credit, for a premium, is as far from the true principles
of Banking, as speculations in cotton and tobacco.

The very ease and apparent safety, with which Banks
may issue these books in lieu of money, in discounting
paper, and the profit they thence derive, especially during
a scarcity of money, are objections to the practice.
They are temptations to Banks to do wrong for the sake
of gain.

The Banks issue these books only when they have no
money to lend ; when they have it, they gain more by
lending it than by issuing the books and keeping their
money on hand. Hence they seldom issue these books,
except when they cannot, or dare not, issue their bills.
But this is the very time when they should wholly cease
to loan or discount, because they cannot do so on their
legitimate resources. Their “ blue hook ” is not money
or capital ; it creates none, and adds not one cent to
their means. At such a time, the applicant for a dis-
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count should quit the Bank, and apply to Institutions of
a different character, or to the capitalist. If there were
none of these books, or other similar causes, to destroy
the competition between Banks and other money lenders,
and raise the fair rate of interest, such applicant might
obtain accommodation from individuals, or from Corpora-
tions not possessing Banking privileges. They will not
permit their funds to lie idle. It is as important to them,
as to Banks, to keep their capital on interest ; and they
might be expected to receive the paper of the merchant,
if there were no unnatural causes to prevent it. The
most prominent of those causes, is the present facility of
investing money in these books, at extravagant rates of
interest;—and, it should be remembered, that these evils
press most severely on the men of small capital,—men of
large property, and in good credit, do not obtain money
on blue books.

Such are some of the evils produced by these deposite
books, on time and interest, and which induce us respect-
fully, but earnestly to recommend, that the power to issue
them should be expressly abolished, and in terms that
will leave no doubt hereafter as to the intention of the
Legislature.

The next inquiry is, as to the time when the issue of
these books should cease. Our strong inclination would
be to prevent any further issue of them. Most of those,
already issued, will fall due in about six months, and the
residue in about one year. Many Corporations, and in-
dividuals, however, have probably made arrangements
under an expectation that they will continue to be issued ;

and, therefore, to make the Act, hereinafter proposed,
and the penalty therein mentioned, take effect imme-
diately, might cause some inconvenience. We do not
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think these books can be legally issued, as the law now
is; but, as it is seldom wise to make great changes, in
relation to mercantile or financial subjects, suddenly, we
recommend the adoption of an Act, herewith submitted,
relative to the abolition of the issue of these books, to
take effect from and after the first day of October next.
The issue of these books will not be protected by law
from this time to the first day of October ; but those is-
suing, and those receiving them, will do so under the
risk of violating the 25th section of the Act of 1828.
They have done so hitherto, and we do not think the
law in that respect should be repealed or suspended.
After the first day of October next, they will be exposed
to the additional prohibitions and penalty contained in
the proposed Act.

Another subject of inquiry, referred to your Commit-
tee, is, if it be expedient to authorize Banks to issue
their promissory notes on time and interest. Notes of
this description were put in circulation by the Banks
prior to the Act of 1828, chap. 96, the 25th section of
which was adopted for the purpose of destroying their
power to issue them. That Act was prepared with great
care, and with an anxious desire to do equal justice be-
tween the public and our Banking Institutions. We feel
no disposition to deny the correctness of the judgment
there passed on interest notes. We have found very few
men of fair minds, who do not utterly condemn the de-
posite books on time and interest; and we consider those
books and interest notes to be of the same character.
The books were introduced soon after the Act of 1828,
as a substitute for interest notes. They were intended
to supply their place to the Banks, and they have done
so. The only material difference between them is, that
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the notes are, and the books are not negotiable. If the
interest notes should be now adopted, they will be sold,
like the books, at a great discount, by those who pro-
cure them, because they will bear less than 6 per cent,

interest. Hence, the same oppressive practices will
follow the issue of the notes, as have been produced by
the books. They will afford to the Banks, also, the
same opportunities as the books for usurious negotia-
tions. For, substantially, there is usury in every trans-
action, where a Bank receives promissory paper and is-
sues for it, in lieu of money, a book or note on time,
payable without interest, or with less than 6 per cent,

interest. This is one of the evils arising from the issue
of the books, and it would arise from the issue of the
interest notes. The Legislature might as well abolishO O

the usury laws, as to Banking operations, as permit
the issue of interest notes. If permitted, the Banks
would issue their notes on time at 4 per cent, interest,
[or less, if they should require more usury,] and receive
therefor promissory paper, bearing 6 per cent, interest,
and thus gain a profit of 2 per cent, or more, without ad-
vancing one cent in money. Added to this loss, the
money-borrower would often wish to sell interest notes
obtained in this mode, and in that case would lose the
further sum which the money lender or purchaser of his
interest notes would require of him. What that further
sum might be, we may infer from what has been said as
to the sacrifices on the interest books. Besides, when
interest notes are to be had in the market, the capitalist
will not lend on common business paper, but will demand
the higher security, viz : the interest notes. Thus most
of the common business paper will go to the Banks, and
the necessary and salutary competition between Banks

4
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and other money lenders will be destroyed by interest
notes as it has been by interest books. For these, and
other reasons which might be given, your Committee
advise that the Banks should not be permitted to issue
their notes on time or interest. We know of no prin-
ciple in Banking which would authorize a law empower-
ing Banks to exchange promises with individuals, and
charge 2 per cent, or more in every such bargain.

Your Committee are of opinion that no change is ne-
cessary or expedient, at this time, in the law relative to
usury. We believe the last acts of legislation on this
subject have been highly beneficial by lessening the for-
mer severe penalties. The temptation to commit perju-
ry, formerly so great, has thereby been greatly diminished,
and less interest has been exacted where individuals have
ventured to exceed the legal rate. The penalty on de-
tection was formerly so severe that the usurer demanded
not only high interest for the use of his money, but an
additional amount to pay him for his risk of detection and
of the penalties consequent thereon. We are of opinion
that the changes of the law in 1825 and 1826, were wise
and expedient, and consonant to the spirit of modern
legislation. We feel no desire to see the ancient law re-
vived. Perhaps, under other circumstances, it might be
well to consider if it would not be expedient to lessen
the present penalty, or even to repeal the existing stat-
utes against usury, except in relation to mortgages and
some other transactions. We do not believe it would be
wise to increase the severity of those laws, or bring new
cases within their reach. But we also apprehend that
no change in those statutes should be attempted now.
The present season of distress and calamity is not a time
when experiments should be tried on our rate of interest,
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on the currency of the country, or the resources of the
people.

In conformity to the views expressed in this Report,
we respectfully recommend the passage of the bill here-
with submitted.

The Ist section thereof is intended to prevent the is-
sue by Banks, of their books, &c., on time and interest,
in making loans or discounts. It is believed that this,
and the 25th section of the statute of 1828, will effectu-
ally abolish the practice of issuing facilities payable at a
future day, or bearing interest.

The 2d section is an alteration of the law (which now
limits the amount that may be due to Banks, to twice
their capital stock,) so far as to exclude from that re-
striction all demands due to any Bank from any other
Bank or Banks. The balances between Banks fluc-
tuate so much and so often, and the arrangements of
many Banks for the redemption of their bills in this city,
render this change in the law indispensable.

The 3d section requires the Attorney General to ex-
amine with care all the returns after they are received
by the Secretary of State, and to report to the Legisla-
ture all violations of law shown thereby, and the name of
every Bank which may appear by its return to have ex-
ceeded any of its powers, or to have violated, or failed to
comply with, any of the laws relative to Banks or Bank-
ing. The advantages of this provision will be, Ist. That
there must always be a close investigation of the returns,
and of the conduct and situation of the Banks, and that
this investigation will not depend on the accidental ap-
pointment of a Committee on the subject. 2d. Unless a
Committee happens to be required to examine the re-

turns, they are seldom objects of much attention. But
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this provision will render it certain that they will be close-
ly examined, and carefully compared with the laws reg-
ulating Banks. 3d. The Banks themselves will be more
cautious in the management of their affairs when they
know that a rigid examination of their conduct must be
had at every session of the Legislature.

The Committee have deemed it their duty to make
known in this Report whatever irregularities in the
management of the Banks have been shown to them, and
to express their opinions thereon without disguise. We
have not been informed of any others than those before
mentioned; and we have no reason to doubt that, in other
respects the Banks have been well conducted, and that
they deserve as much confidence as the Banks of any
State or Country whatever. This has long been their
character; and, if we have noticed with severity certain
irregularities practiced by some of them, it is not from
any hostility to those Institutions, but from a sincere
wish that those evils may cease, and the high reputation
of our Banks be sustained. That reputation does not
depend merely on their solvency, or on the value of their
stock, but on their management generally, and on the
degree of strictness with which they adhere to the true
principles and usages of Banking. They are corpora-
tions ; but their Directors and Officers have a separate
accountability, and they are bound, in justice to the
community, to themselves, and to their Institutions, to
do nothing in their official capacity which they would
disdain or hesitate to do as individuals.

By order of the Committee.

JOHN R. ADAN, Chairman.



1 Sec. 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and House
2 ofRepresentatives in General Court assembled , and by
3 the authority of the same, That from and after the
4 first day of October next after the passing of this
5 Act, no Bank, which hath received, or shall receive
6 a charter from or by the authority of this Cominon-
-7 wealth, shall directly or indirectly make any loan, or
8 grant any discount, which loan, or the proceeds of
9 which discount, or any part thereof, shall be paid by

10 such Bank, in or by any book, note, bill, check,
11 draft, acceptance, facility, entry in account, or cer-
-12 tificate for money payable subsequent to the lime ot
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13 making or issuing the same, or payable at a future
14 day, or bearing interest. And every such book,
15 note, bill, check, draft, acceptance, facility, entry in
16 account, or certificate that shall be made or issued
17 by any such Bank, in the case of any such loan or
18 discount, from and after the said first day of October
19 next, and the contract on which the same shall be
20 made, shall be void. Provided always, That nothing
21 herein contained, shall be deemed or held to repeal
22 or suspend any part of the Act, to which this is an
23 addition, concerning the issue of any note, bill,
24 check, draft, facility, or certificate, payable at a fu-
-25 ture day, or bearing interest; and, provided also, That
26 debts due to any Bank, from any other Bank, in-
-27 eluding bills of the Bank so indebted, may lawfully
28 draw interest.

1 Sec. 2. Be itfurther enacted, That debts due to
2 any Bank in this Commonwealth, from any other
3 Bank, including bills of the Bank so indebted, shall
4 not be deemed debts due to a Bank, within the in-
-5 tent and meaning of the fifth section of the Act to
6 which this is an addition. Provided, That nothing
7 herein contained, shall authorize the amount of
8 debts, which any Banking Corporation shall at any
9 time owe, to exceed twice the amount of its capital

10 stock actually paid in, exclusive of sums due on ac-

-11 count of deposites.
1 Sec. 3. Be it further enacted, That it shall be
2 the duty of the Secretary of this Commonwealth,
3 from time to time, after he shall have received from
4 the several Banks, the returns required by law, to
5 submit the same to the Attorney General of this
6 Commonwealth, whose duty it shall be carefully to
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7 examine every such return, and to report in writing
8 to the Legislature at the next subsequent session
9 thereof, all violations of law shown by any of such

10 returns, and the name of every Bank which shall ap-
-11 pear, by its return, to have exceeded any of the pow-
-12 ers granted to such Bank, or to have violated or failed
13 to comply with any of the rules, restrictions, or con-
-14 ditions provided in any of the laws of this Common-
-15 wealth, concerning Banks or Banking.

1 Sec. 4. Be it further enacted, That all Acts, and
2 parts of Acts, inconsistent with the provisions of this
3 Act, be, and the same are hereby repealed.




